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CHAPTER 5. TESTING THE DECISION TREE
As stated in Chapter 4, the decision tree now referred to as the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree
was developed from the data in the combined database. To check that it would be effective as a
means of dating stelae given only the data other than their cartouches, the data from the dated
stelae were passed through the decision tree to see whether the dates so derived agreed with
the internal dating. The Complete Decision Table (Figure 5) was developed from the
diagrammatic output of the analysis program. The features must be taken in the order given in
this table, because each decision separates the group of stelae to which it is applied into two or
three smaller groups, in each of which the stelae are examined for the feature on which the next
decision is made.
The following Condensed Decision Table (Figure 6) was developed form the Twelfth Dynasty
Decision Table as a working tool for use in assessing the date of any stela known (or assumed)
to have originated in the Twelfth Dynasty. It allows rapid scanning of the features of a stela to
estimate the period in which it was made.In this table, the observations on which the decisions
are made are usually presence or absence, represented here as x or z. For those features that
have a wider choice, the letters or numbers shown in the table are discussed in the section on
the databases.
•

The first column lists the node numbers;

•

The second column states the mnemonic for the feature tested at each node (as shown
in tthe key at the end of this section) or specifies the node as a Terminal node;

•

The third column is a shorthand form of the choice, e.g. in node 23, x or z, as defined
in the previous chapter, and the arrows indicate the next node to be tested;

•

The fourth column gives the conclusion arising at the terminal node.

Key to feature mnemonics:
The mnemonics for the features listed in the second column by their codes in the previous
chapter are repeated here for convenience.
osr

Determinative on name of Osiris in text

mkt

Form of man’s kilt in tableau

odd

Format of Ddw in text

plc

Low back and cushion on stool in tableau

lfw

Full width tableau

lin

Clothing mnxt included in list of offerings

rfr

Friends included in tableau

gli

Phrase anX nTr im in cluded in list of offerings

shp

Shape of stela

khn

Name of Khnum included in text

cow

Oxen kAw included in list of offerings

thg

Good things xt nb nfr included in ;ist of offerings

lno

Number of registers of tableaux.
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CONDENSED DECISION TABLE
Node
0
1
2
3
4
5

Feature
osr
mkt
mkt
odd
plc
Terminal

Choices & Next Node
d → 1; z → 2; n → 3
s, l → 4; b, ?, z → 5
s, b → 6; l, ? → 7; z → 8
1,2,4, z → 9; 3,5,6,7 → 10
x →11; z → 12

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

lfw
lin
Terminal
rfr
gli
Terminal
Terminal

x →13; z → 14
z → 15; x → 16

13
14
15

shp
Terminal
Terminal

16
17
18

Terminal
khn
Terminal

19

Terminal

20
21
22

Terminal
Terminal
Terminal

23
24

cow
Terminal

x → 25, z → 26

25
26

thg
Terminal

z → 27, x → 28

27
28
29

lno
Terminal
Terminal

1, 2, 3, z → 29; 4 → 30

30

Terminal

Estimated Era

Amenemhat II or
Senusret II/III

Amenemhat III/IV
z → 17; x → 18
z → 19; x → 20
Senusret I
Senusret I or
Amenemhat II
l, s → 21; p →22
Senusret I
Amenemhat II or
Senusret II/III
Senusret I
z → 23; x → 24
Senusret I or
Senusret II/III
Amenemhat II or
Senusret II/III
Senusret I
Amenemhat II
Senusret I or
Amenemhat II
Amenemhat II or
Senusret II/III
Amenemhat II or
Senusret II/III
Amenemhat III/IV
Senusret II/III or
Amenemhat III/IV
Amenemhat III/IV
Figure 6
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Testing
The tests specified in Figure 6 were applied to each stelae in order to check whether its
properties led to the correct conclusion as to its age. The first step was to tabulate, in Tables
2(a) to 2(d), the relevant properties of the stelae from each regnal period defined in Chapter 4.
These properties were then stepped through the Condensed Decision Table, with the results
shown in Tables 3(a) to 3(d). For each stela this table shows the numbers of the nodes to
which the properties lead; the final node is shown by the # sign, and the conclusion is listed in
the ‘King’ column. The cryptic symbols ‘St1’, ‘Am2’, ‘St2,3’, and ‘Am3,4’ are used for the
four regnal periods
Tables 2(a) to 2(d) are printed on pages 5 to 8 inclusive, and tables 3(a) to 3(d) on pages 9 to
12 inclusive of this .pdf document,
Results
As an example, Stela Met 12.184,
•

Has a determinant with Osiris’ name (osr = d at Node 0) and so moves to Node 1 for
the next test; this is recorded as ‘1’ under Node 0.

•

The owner wears a short kilt (mkt = s at Node 1) and the next test is at Node 4
(recorded as ‘4’ under Node 1).

•

The owner is sitting on a stool with a low back and cushion (plc = x at Node 4) so
that the next test is at Node 11 (‘11’ under Node 4).

•

Node 11 is a terminal node, which indicates that the stela originated in the reign of
Senusret I.

•

The stela is, in fact, internally dated to the same reign; for that stela the test is
successful.

As another example, consider Stela BM567, internally dated to the reign of Amenemhat II; its
course through the Decision Tree is as follows:
•

At Node 0, osr = n (Osiris’ name has no determinative), go to Node 3.

•

At Node 3, odd = 3 (Busiris is written as    ), go to Node 10.

•

At Node 10, gli = z (anx nTr im is absent from the list of gifts), go to Node 19.

•

Node 19 is a terminal node, dating the stela to the period including the reigns of
Amenemhat II, Senusret II and Senusret III.

•

Though not dated firmly to its true reign (a period of 44 years), the stela is still dated
within a range of about 69 years.

When all the stelae are submitted to this test, the results are as follows:


Of 20 stelae internally dated to the reign of Senusret I:
 17 are correctly dated.
 2 are dated to the period of the reigns of Senusret I and Amenemhat II.
 1 is dated to the correct reign or to the reigns of Senusret II and Senusret III, the
anomalous Node 18 discussed in the discussion of the Decision Tree.



Of 15 stelae internally dated to the reign of Amenemhat II:
 2 are dated to the period of the reigns of Senusret I and Amenemhat II.
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 5 are correctly dated.
 8 are dated to the time from the reign of Amenemhat II to that of Senusret III.


Of the 14 stelae internally dated to the reigns of Senusret II and Senusret III:
 7 are dated to the time from the reign of Amenemhat II to that of Senusret III.
 6 are dated to the time from the reign of Senusret II to that of Amenemhat IV.
 1 is dated to the reign of Senusret I or correctly, at the anomalous Node 18. 7 are
dated to the time from the reign of Amenemhat II to that of Senusret



Of the 21 stelae dated to the reigns of Amenemhat III and Amenemhat IV:
 18 are correctly dated.
 3 are dated to the time from the reign of Senusret II to that of Amenemhat IV.

In summary, 68 of the 70 stelae are dated to the correct period or to a period immediately
before or after. Thus, instead of a date range of 170 years, the date range is reduced to at
worst 89 years, at best 44 years. But there is always a real, though small, possibility of
statistical error.
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